
 
 

 2017 Project Support II – Panel Results and Comments 

 Shaker Arts Council 

 
  

 

Your Project Title: SHAC on Track 

Your Project Summary: SHAC on Track, a series of “block-party-like” events, will engage  Shaker 

communities to participate in live music and interactive art. Gathering in green spaces along our public 

rail system (RTA), residents will be invited to participate in a collaborative art project. Documented by 

photographers, neighbors will contribute/create  individual 3-dimensional pieces.   This unique sculpture 

will evolve at each event debuting in a general public space and, then, as a permanent photo exhibition. 

 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel found that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application 

that the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $5000 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     

Samuel Sellers 
(Brooklyn, NY) 

Grace Kewl-Durfey 
(Fort Lauderdale, FL) 

Jared Shenk  
(St. Paul, MN) 

Lindsay So 
(Philadelphia, PA) 

Miguel Rodriguez 
(Boston, MA) 

 

Below you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the question: 

With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s three 

funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin    Roshi Ahmadian 
manager – project support  associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     rahmadian@cacgrants.org 

 216-515-8303 x101   216-515-8303 x109  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2017%20PS%20II%20Panel%20Guide%20for%20Web%20with%20Panelists.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: This application definitely demonstrates public benefit.  It provides a good sampling of diverse 

programming/participation.  I commend the applicant for tackling challenging issues through art (Lawson 

Play).  For progress measurement, my suggestion is to include brief conversations/interviews with 

participants and to use more than measuring increase in neighborhood association memberships; public 

feedback on the sculptural piece created can also be measured. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, this proposal meets the criteria for CAC funding. This was a very interesting and interactive 

project that bring the Shaker communities to participate in live music and interactive art. The public value 

for this project is enhanced by the well defined goals and the particular four Shaker communities it targets. 

The variety of the cultural activities produced by the project speak to its artistic vibrancy (musical concerts, 

reading of new play, etc.). This proposal was well articulated and defined, and it was supported by an 

implementable budget plan. For those reasons, the project meets funding criteria. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: This application receives a "yes." It presents a clearly outlined plan of action to reach the great 

Shaker Heights community through innovative means and interactive exhibitions. It utilizes public spaces 

and reclaim/invigorate them with collaborative public art projects, including a permanent installation. It 

reaches the touchpoints of public benefit, cultural vibrancy and expanding organizational capacity through 

creative means, while employing professional facilitators to encourage community members' hands-on 

crafting. The symbolic concept of communing to create in commuter spaces is powerful. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, this applicant meets the funding criteria. This proposal identifies a deteriorating sense of 

community in the area with closing of schools and the identities that go along with this situation, and will 

use a series of easily accessible public arts projects to help foster a sense of cohesion among community 

members, which will ultimately create a tangible public benefit. I appreciate that you elaborated on the 

historical context, because it helps support why this project is so important. This proposal also combines 

arts and culture with community building, which is also a central focus of the organization. The council 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 4 
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also has the organizational capacity to carry out this project, as seen in their years of experience designing 

arts programs for community benefit. 

 

 

Score: Somewhat 

Comment: The applicant somewhat meets the funding criteria. They satisfy the public benefit and cultural 

vibrancy criteria, however, further detail and clarity of "how" would have been helpful -- how will the art 

project interact with the series of events? What is the plan for implementation? I would recommend 

putting art project facilitated by series of community events rather than community events that will 

generate an art project -- emphasis on the project as the outcome makes the proposed more unique. It is 

great to see consistency in responses that position project goal as neighborhood cohesiveness and the 

thoughtful measurements for increased community participation. 

 

 

Panelist 5 


